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Abstract—This paper presents a novel multi-agent reactive
execution model that keeps track of the execution of an agent
to recover from incoming failures. It is a domain-independent
execution model, which can be exploited in any planning
control application, embedded into a more general multi-agent
planning framework. The multi-agent reactive execution model
provides a mechanism allowing an agent to respond to failures
that prevent completion of a task when another agent is not
able to repair the failure by itself. The model exploits the
reactive planning capabilities of agents to come up with a
solution at runtime, thus preventing agents from having to
resort to replanning. We show the application of the proposed
model for the control of multiple autonomous space vehicles.

Keywords-multi-agent, reactive planner; dynamic execution;
monitoring plan execution; reactive execution agent; coordina-
tion; unpredictable environment

I. INTRODUCTION

Automated planning is very helpful for an effective con-

trol in sophisticated applications like manufacturing industry,

power and telecommunication networks, robotics or space

exploration [16, 18, 7, 5]. A controlled and controllable

planning and execution (P&E) system for such real-world

applications requires integrating automated planning with a

plan execution engine to account for possible conflicts be-

tween planning decisions and unexpected events, including

failures, arising in the environment.

Most P&E applications rely on single-agent architec-

tures [10, 1, 4] that include the functionalities required

to support continuous modification and updating of a cur-

rent working plan. Systems like IXTET-EXEC [13] or

TPOPEXEC [17] work under a continual planning ap-

proach [14, 3, 11], continuously interleaving planning and

execution. Some P&E systems unify deliberative (planning)

and reactive (execution) behaviors under a single plan-

ning technology and model representation [2] while others

maintain independent modules for planning and execution

together [12].

Multi-agent planning (MAP) systems are viewed as ex-

tensions of P&E single-agent architectures for distributed

problem solving [22, 21, 15]. One common characteristic of

MAP architectures is that the multi-agent infrastructure is

specifically used for supporting the deliberative machinery

(planning) whereas the need for reactive mechanisms (plan

execution) is basically relegated to the individual agent level.

Thus, when an executor agent encounters a failure during

plan execution it either chooses the immediate next feasible

action on the basis of the current context, it accommodates

some sort of reactivity by having task-specific assessors that

abstractly plan how to accomplish the failed task [15], or it

exhibits a reactive behavior and responds to a plan failure

by consulting a plan library of predefined, static plans [20].

However, some planning control applications need to rely

on a robust plan execution capable of a reactive response

that repairs the non-executable part of the plan and allows

the flow of the execution to engage with the rest of the

(executable) plan. Under these premises, reactive planning as

the utilization of a library of reactive plans that accounts for

all possible contingencies in the world is unaffordable; and

abstract repair plans are not sufficient nor executable. Other

approaches resort to reactive model-based programming

languages to combine the flexibility of reactive execution

languages and the reasoning power of deliberative planners,

and thus automate the process of reasoning about low-

level system interactions [23, 6]. However, these approaches

require the programmer specifically design the plans and

contingencies that will ensure a high degree of success in

each particular application.

Our aim is to present a general-purpose model for reactive

and robust multi-agent plan execution; that is, a model

whose underlying principle is to operate over bounded-

size structures which have been generated within a limited

time. This way, we are able to provide runtime deliberative

responses which can be found in the bounded-size structures.

The primary issue for a robust plan execution in a MAP

application is to make executive agents capable of repairing

their own plan failures. But, if this is not possible, a co-

operative behaviour that fosters a joint repair among agents

is desirable. Unlike most MAP architectures, we propose a

novel architecture and a general reactive execution model

in which execution agents request for help to others when

they are not able to repair their plans by themselves. Our

proposal grants a high degree of reactivity and robustness as

it always attempts first to repair failures at runtime, either

individually or collectively, before resorting to replanning,

i.e., asking the deliberative planner for a new executable
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plan.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section

outlines the global P&E architecture where the reactive exe-

cution model is integrated. Next, we present the single-agent

repairing process and the multi-agent approach. Finally, we

show a real-world application and last section concludes.

II. PLANNING AND EXECUTION ARCHITECTURE

PLANINTERACTION1 is a multi-agent P&E architecture

where agents autonomously execute a set of tasks in a

simulated or real world, monitor the plan execution attending

to potential discrepancies, and take decisions for repairing or

replanning in case of a plan failure. In this section, we first

provide a general description of PLANINTERACTION and

then we describe the internal architecture of an execution

agent.

PLANINTERACTION builds upon PELEA [12], a single-

agent architecture in which an agent is endowed with ca-

pabilities for generating a plan, execution, plan monitoring

and learning. An agent in PLANINTERACTION is created as

a combination of such capabilities, thus providing a great

flexibility to set up any multi-agent configuration. In this

work, we define two types of agents: planning agents, with

capabilities for calculating a plan, and execution agents, in

charge of the plan execution and plan monitoring. Moreover,

each planning agent is associated to a different execution

agent, both representing a single autonomous entity of the

problem (Fig. 1). This particular configuration adapts to

contexts in which the autonomous entities have their own

particular planning task to solve and they execute in a

common environment2.

Simulation

Environment
Real World

Control

Agents

execution agents

EX

MO

RP

...

planning agents

DP

...

Figure 1. Multi-Agent PLANINTERACTION Architecture

A planning agent comprises a deliberative planner (DP)

that computes a plan for the planning task of the autonomous

entity. The associated execution agent is composed of three

modules; the Execution module (EX), responsible of reading

and communicating the current state to the rest of modules

1http://servergrps.dsic.upv.es/planinteraction/
2Depending on the type of problem, other possible configurations are to

define a single planning agent with multiple executors or multiple planning
agents with a single executor.

as well as executing the actions of the plan calculated by the

DP; the Monitoring module (MO), which receives the state

resulting from the execution of some action of the plan from

the EX and checks whether the next action of the plan is

executable in the resulting state (plan monitoring); and the

Reactive Planner module (RP), which is used when a plan

failure is detected by the MO in order to promptly find a

plan that brings the current state to one from which the plan

execution can be resumed.

The EX, MO, and RP modules operate the re-

active execution module of an executor agent within

PLANINTERACTION. This can be seen in more detail in

Fig. 2. An action plan Π calculated by the DP of the

planning agent is sent to the MO for its execution. Π consists

of a series of actions to be executed at given time steps, each

of which makes a deterministic change to the current world

state. The elapsed time from one time step to the next defines

an execution cycle. The reactive model of an execution agent

follows several execution cycles, performing the scheduled

action in each cycle until the plan execution is completed.

Fig. 3 depicts a plan Π that contains five actions (a1, . . . , a5)

scheduled in five execution cycles.

Planning Agent A

Environment
Real World

Monitoring

(MO)

Reactive

Planner
(RP)

Execution

(EX)
Execution Agent A

repairing structure

sensingacting

Π/
failure

Π’

stateaction

plan Π failure

Execution agent B

requests
for help

Figure 2. Flow of the reactive execution model

The MO sends the plan Π to the RP, which in turn

creates a repairing structure for a fragment of Π of length l
called plan window. l is the number of actions or execution

cycles in the plan window, and this value depends on the

time the RP is given to build the repairing structure, thus

resulting in a bounded-size data structure. For instance, for

the plan shown in Fig. 3, the RP might create a repairing

structure for a plan window whose length varies from two

to five actions depending on the available time. The plan

window determines the number of repairable actions and

the associated repairing structure encodes alternative plans

to repair any of the actions included in the plan window.

Once the time of the RP expires, and a repairing structure
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has been calculated for a particular plan window, the MO

monitors the variables of the first action of the window (e.g.,

the variables of the action a1 in Fig. 3). If the sensed values

of the action variables match the required values for the

action to be executed, the MO sends the scheduled action

to the EX for its execution (see the flow in the executing

agent of Fig. 2). Then, the EX returns the state resulting from

executing the action and the MO monitors the variables of

the next action of the window in the new current state. If

a mismatch is detected during the plan monitoring, the MO

calls the RP, which will make use of the repairing structure

created for the plan window to fix the failing action. The RP

obtains a new plan Π′ that solves the failure and replaces

the old plan Π, attaining likewise the goals of the planning

task.

t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

Figure 3. Example of a plan Π composed of 5 execution cycles

An important feature of the reactive model is that while

the EX is executing the actions of the plan window, the RP

is already calculating the next plan window and associated

repairing structure. Typically, the time for the RP to compute

the repairing structure of the subsequent plan window is the

time that the EX will take to execute the actions included

in the current window. Therefore, the more actions in the

current plan window, the more time to create the next

repairing structure and, consequently, the more actions will

likely be included in the subsequent plan window. This

working scheme gives our model an anytime behaviour,

thus guaranteeing the RP can be interrupted at anytime and

will always have a repairing structure available to attend an

immediate plan failure.

The above description outlines the self-repair flow of an

execution agent. Since a plan window will typically cover

a small fragment of the plan, and the associated repairing

structure only comprises plans that enable to link the current

state to any state reachable within the plan window, it may

be the case the agent does not find a repair plan for a

failing action. In such a case, the execution agent may opt

for a reactive repair with the help of the other agents (this

is depicted in Fig. 2 through the link “requests for help”)

before resorting to replanning, i.e., calling its planning agent

for a new executable plan. Replanning is not only a costly

operation; if replanning takes too long, it may require halting

the agent’s execution. Consequently, disposing of a robust

execution model is always desirable. Next section describes

the single-agent repair process and the subsequent section

the multi-agent approach.

III. SINGLE-AGENT REPAIRING PROCESS

Let’s take the plan shown in Fig. 3 as the plan Π that an

execution agent receives from its planning agent. An action

a ∈ Π is defined as a set of preconditions, pre(a), and a set

of effects, eff(a). Preconditions and effects are represented

by means of fluents3. Given a world state S, action a is

executable in S if pre(a) ∈ S; in such a case, the execution

of a results in a new state S′ which contains the fluents in

eff(a) plus all those fluents in S that have not been altered

by the execution of a.

When the RP receives Π from the MO, it starts calculating

the plan window and the associated repairing structure (T
for short) that fit within the given time. Generally speaking,

T is a partial-state search tree that encodes recovery plans

for a plan window of Π. A partial state denotes the minimal

set of fluents that must hold in a world state S for the plan to

be executable in S. For example, let’s suppose the agent has

already executed action a1 and receives S as the resulting

state from this execution. If pre(a2) ∈ S, we can guarantee

that a2 is executable next. But, if we want to ensure the rest

of the plan [a2, a3, a4, a5] is executable in S, we must check

that S includes the proper set of fluents for this to happen.

This set of fluents is called a partial state.

Fig. 4 graphically shows the T for a plan window of

length 3. Nodes Gi represent regressed partial states because

they are calculated by regressing the goals of the problem

through the actions of the plan. More specifically, let a be

an action and G a partial (goal) state such that eff(a) ⊆ G.

The partial state G′ in which a can be applied is calculated

by the regressed transition function Γ(G, a), defined as:

G′ := Γ(G, a) := G \ eff(a) ∪ pre(a) (1)

where G′ represents the minimal set of fluents that must

hold in a world state in order to generate G by means of

the execution of a. The regressed partial state approach was

first used by PLANEX [8] to supervise the execution of

a sequence of actions. Roughly, the regression of a fluent

over an action is a sufficient and necessary condition for

the satisfaction of the fluent following the execution of

the action. The work in [9] formalizes this concept in the

situation calculus language.

The root node of T is the last partial state of the plan

window. The tree nodes are partial states and arcs are labeled

with the actions defined in the planning task. The expansion

of T consists in finding relevant actions for each fluent of a

partial state by recursively applying the regressed transition

function. That is, T encodes recovery plans to reach a partial

state from another partial state.

T is the bounded-size structure that the execution agent

will use to repair a failure in an action of the plan window.

Let’s suppose that the current world state is S and that a1

3A fluent is a tuple 〈v, p〉 where v is a variable and p represents the
value the variable takes on
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repairing structure T

G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5

plan window (l = 3)

l

m

d
=

l
+

m

a1 a2 a3 a4 a5

a1

a2

a3

Figure 4. Repairing structure for a plan window of length 3

cannot be executed in S. Fixing a failure means the RP

applies a path-finding algorithm between two nodes of T :

Go, a origin state, and, Gt, a target state. Go is a set of

relevant fluents that hold in S (Go ⊆ S); and Gt is a

partial state of the plan window. The first attempt to repair

the failure in a1 is to reach Gt = G0 from a node which

represents a situation that holds in S. The RP performs a

backward search from G0 until it finds a state Go in T
such that Go ⊆ S. If such a path does not exist then the

second attempt is to set Gt = G1 and the same process

is repeated. Note that a1 will no longer be involved in the

second attempt since a recovery plan to G1 would continue

the plan execution with action a2. If a path is not found

either, next attempt will be Gt = G2, and so on until

Gt = G3. Hence, the purpose of a plan repair is to find a

plan to a partial state of the plan window, thus guaranteeing

the rest of the plan is executable and that the calculated

repairing structures remain valid.

It is important to highlight that the closer Gt is to the root

node of T , the more choices to find a recovery path. This

can be graphically observed in Fig. 4, where the depth of T
is l+m, being l the length of the plan window. The subtree

of depth l comprises the partial states of the plan window.

The subsequent m levels contain more partial states; the

deeper the tree, the more possibilities to find a state Go

which fluents hold in the current world state. Consequently,

if the repairing task is to reach G0 and, thereby, actions

a1, a2 and a3 must be included in the recovery plan, the

path-finding algorithm restricts the search to the m levels

of the shadowed area in figure 4 (particularly, to the single

branch that departs from G0). In contrast, if the repairing

task is to reach G3 then the search area to find a state

that matches S is far larger because no actions of the plan

window must be included in the recovery plan.

In conclusion, when the target state is one of the early

states of the plan window, we find fewer alternatives of

repairing but the recovery path guarantees more stability

with respect to the actions of the plan window. However,

if the target state is closer to the root node, more choices

to find a recovery plan exist although the found plan might

not keep any of the actions of the plan window. Clearly, the

more flexibility, the less stability.

Finally, a note on the time-bounded construction of T .

The RP has a limited time to build T , and the size of T
is determined by the length of the plan window (l) and the

depth (d) of the tree. We estimate the time to generate T
with respect to some selected l and d through the application

of a predictive model. We trained the predictive model with

the solution plans obtained from the execution of diverse

planning benchmarks.

IV. MULTI-AGENT EXECUTION MODEL

The focus of the multi-agent execution model is to provide

agents with a cooperative behavior so that they engage

together in a multi-agent repair (MAR) task when an agent

is not capable of solving a failure by itself. In the following,

we describe the flow of the multi-agent execution model and

the MAR approach.

A. Flow of the multi-agent execution model

The flow of the individual reactive execution model pre-

sented in Fig. 2 is extended to a multi-agent context as

depicted in Fig. 5. The two new modules are: publicizing
and multi-agent repairing (MAR).

Execution Agent A

t=0

MO,EX,RP

plan monitoring,

execution,

and self-repairing

publicizing

RP

MO, RP

multi-agent

repairing
Execution Agent B

Execution Agent C

Π

Π

failure request

reply

Figure 5. Flow of the multi-agent reactive execution model.

Let’s suppose ΠA is the plan of an agent A, and that

the first repairing structure calculated by A results in a

plan window of l = 3 and TG3 , where G3 is the root

node. Simultaneously to the construction of TG3 , agent A
publicizes two types of information by a broadcast message:

(1) partial states: agent A publicizes the partial states of its

plan window (G0, . . . , G3) to the rest of participating

agents. The aim of this communication is to make the

rest of agents aware of the fluents that A might need

to be repaired in case that a self-repair does not fix
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a failure in ΠA. The participating agents filter out the

fluents they are not able to achieve; for the remaining

fluents, they create a single search space, similar to

a repairing structure, per fluent. For instance, if A
publicizes the fluent 〈v, d〉 and variable v is not defined

in agent B’s problem, then B will ignore such a fluent.

Likewise if variable v is defined in B’s problem but

the value d is unknown to B. Otherwise, for each

unfiltered fluent 〈v, d〉, B creates a repairing structure

T〈v,d〉, which will be used to search for a solution in

case A encounters a failure that affects its fluent 〈v, d〉.
(2) services: agent A also publicizes the variables that ap-

pear in the effects of the actions defined in its planning

task (services). That is, A publicizes the variables he

can modify in order to inform the rest of agents how he

could contribute in a MAR task. This way, agents are

informed of the capabilities of A in case a failure occurs

in their plans. As with the partial states, participating

agents filter out the variables unknown to them.

In other words, the key principle of publicizing is: (1)

to inform about what an agent may require during its plan

execution if a failure occurs (obtained from the partial states

of the plan window), and (2) to inform about what an agent

can do for the others (extracted from the agent’s actions).
Then, if a failure occurs in ΠA, and agent A is not able

to fix it through a self-repair, he will invoke a MAR task,

which is explained in the next section.

B. Multi-agent repairing task
The multi-agent repairing (MAR) task is depicted in

Fig. 6. It consists of three following stages:

(1)

(2)

(3)

Execution Agent A

request for help

wait

accept solution

wait

not

Execution Agent B

receive and filter

reply solution

wait

execute

solution/not

Figure 6. multi-agent reactive process.

(1) requesting for help: if a fluent 〈v, d〉 of the agent

A fails, A communicates with the agents that have

publicized v among their services. Let’s assume that

B is one of these agents and that a1 is the failing

action in the execution of ΠA. Then, A sends B
the partial state G0 in order to be able to execute

the next action, a1, of its plan window. Assuming

G0 = {〈v, d〉, 〈v′, d′〉}, B filters out the unknown

variables and keeps G0 = {〈v, d〉}.

(2) reply solution: in a multi-agent context, repairing a

failure means the agent tries to reach a fluent by affect-

ing its own execution as less as possible. Consequently,

B has to consider its own plan window during the

MAR task. First, B uses the search space that he

built for 〈v, d〉 during the publicizing phase of agent

A and applies a a path-finding algorithm that obtains

a recovery plan for this fluent. Second, he merges this

recovery plan into his own repairing structure to come

up with a final plan that fixes 〈v, d〉 and carries on with

his plan execution. Finally, B informs agent A about the

number of execution cycles that are needed to achieve

〈v, d〉.
(3) accepting the solution: A receives the response from

B and accepts or rejects the solution. Normally, it

will accept the solution that achieves the fluent 〈v, d〉
in the fewer execution cycles, rejecting the solutions

offered by the rest of agents. B receives the acceptance

message and proceeds with the execution of the merged

plan. If A does not receive any reply solution or rejects

all the possible solutions, the stage (1) starts again with

the next partial state G1 associated to the plan window.

If there is no solution to any of the partial states in

its plan window, A resorts to replanning and calls its

deliberative planner.

The next section shows the application of this procedure

to a planetary Mars domain.

V. PLANETARY MARS DOMAIN, A REAL-WORLD

APPLICATION EXAMPLE

In this section, a representative mission of a hypothetical

Planetary Mars domain is used to illustrate the operation

of the reactive execution model. In this mission, two rovers

and a lander are deployed on the Martian surface, and a

spacecraft is in Mars orbit. The rovers analyze rocks or

soils and communicate the results to a lander, which in turn

sends the results to a control center situated in Earth. The

spacecraft orbits Mars and generates maps for the rovers. In

case of a failure in the plan of a rover, it communicates with

the deliberative planner in Earth to have a new executable

plan. The current Curiosity mission on Mars [19] consists of

a single rover whose plan is generated and uplinked daily.

Curiosity has the ability to avoid hazards while traversing,

but performs few other replanning functions. Existing orbital

imagery can be used to determine areas of potentially inter-

esting science, but is too low resolution to provide precise

science targets, or traversal maps for rovers. Unexpected

events and failures are always handled by replanning on

the ground. Finally, no Mars missions with cooperative

rovers have been deployed. While futuristic, the motivation

behind this hypothetical problem is to show how rovers and

spacecraft with on-board reactive repairing capabilities can

reduce the communication overhead with the Earth and still

accomplish their mission. We show here the behaviour of
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the RP for repairing a failure with a self-repair process or

through a MAP task.

We have two rovers, A and B, and a spacecraft, C. The

rovers analyze rocks (r), or soils (s), and communicate the

results to a Lander (L), which in turn sends the results to

the Earth. The task of C is to fly all over the terrain to

create good map routes and communicate them to the rovers.

The waypoint w2 is the initial location of L and of both

rovers, A and B. The initial location of C is w3. L remains

always in its initial location w2. Rovers have good maps

to travel between two waypoints. The mission of A is to

use the microscopic camera to analyze rocks located in w3,

communicate the results to L, and navigate to the initial

position w2. The mission of B is to analyze a sample of soil

located in w1, communicate the results to L, and navigate

to w3. The mission of C is to create good maps to travel

from w3 to w1, and from w1 to w2. Rovers A and B can

only communicate to L if the device transmission is not

disabled, i.e. either the fluents 〈trans-A,true〉 and 〈trans-

B,true〉 are present, respectively, in the current world state.

The deliberative planner on Earth computes the plans ΠA=

〈a1, a2, a3, a4〉, ΠB= 〈b1, b2, b3, b4〉, ΠC= 〈c1, c2〉 for A, B,

and C, as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 depicts the execution control flow of our application

example. For each agent (A, B, and C), we show:

• ΠX : it is the plan of agent X along with the partial

states Gi that must hold at each time step of the plan.

• TGj
: it is the current repairing structure used by agent

X in a self-repair task.

• T〈v,p〉: individual repairing structures that agent X
creates per each fluent received from the other agents

during the publicizing phase.

• P: this represents the publicizing state. For example, the

services publicized by agent C are the variable maps-wy-

wz, affected by the action fly C wy wz (fly the spacecraft

from waypoint wy to wz), and the variable link-X-wy-

wz, affected by the action send-maps C X wy wz, by

which the spacecraft C sends agent X navigation maps

to travel from wy to wz (see Fig. 7).

• R/F: the agent receives and filters the information

received from another agent.

• SR: the agent executes a self-repair process.

• MR: the agent repairs the failure of another agent

through the application of MAR task.

Firstly, before agents execute their plans ΠA, ΠB , and

ΠC , they publicize the partial states associated to the first

repairing structure and the services they provide (variables

they can modify). For example, the first repairing structure

of the rover A is TG3 , and A communicates the partial states

G0, G1, G2, and G3 along with the variables comm-rock

and comm-soil, which represent that the results of analyzing

the rocks or the soils are respectively communicated to L.

Agents B and C filter out the fluents they cannot achieve

fly C wy wz

〈above-C,wy〉

〈above-C,wz〉
〈maps-wy -wz ,true〉
〈maps-wz -wy ,true〉

send-maps C X wy wz

〈above-C,wy〉
〈loc-X,wz〉

〈maps-wy -wz ,true〉
〈maps -wz -wy ,true〉

〈link-X-wz -wy ,true〉
〈link-X-wy -wz ,true〉

Figure 7. Actions of the spacecraft C. Variables are above-C: location of
the spacecraft C; loc-X: location of rover X; link-X-wy-wz: map of the agent
X to travel from wy to wz; and maps-wy-wz: general maps to travel from wy
to wz.

with the actions defined in their planning tasks. For example,

B will ignore the fluent 〈link-A-w3-w2,true〉 in the partial

states publicized by agent A because there is nothing that

B can do about it. And the spacecraft C will filter out the

fluent 〈comm-rock,true〉 because C can only help with the

generation of travel maps.

In this example, four possible situations may arise and are

described as follows:

• correct execution: No failures are encountered during

the execution of ΠA, ΠB , and ΠC .

• self-repair: Let’s assume the following situation. A

wants to execute the first action a1, Navigate A w2
w3, which changes the fluent 〈loc-A, w2〉 to 〈loc-

A, w3〉, and when the MO verifies the preconditions

of a1, it detects a failure due to the path from w2 to

w3 is blocked; i.e., the fluent 〈link-A-w2-w3, false〉
is present in the current world state S. Hence, at

this point, we have S = {〈loc-A,w2〉, 〈loc-L,w2〉,
〈link-A-w2-w3,false〉, 〈trans-A,true〉, 〈loc-rock-

w3,true〉, 〈loc-soil-w1,true〉, 〈link-A-w1-w2,true〉,
〈link-A-w2-w1,true〉, 〈link-A-w1-w3,true〉, 〈link-A-

w3-w1,true〉} 4. The MO calls the RP and communi-

cates it the fluents in S as well as the time point of the

faulty action a1. The RP repairs the plan failure to the

state G1 of TG3 by adding the actions a′1, Navigate A

w2 w1, and a′′1 , Navigate A w1 w3. Thereby, the rover

recovers from the plan failure by applying a self-repair

process that finds an alternative path to w3.

• requesting for help: Let’s suppose now that

rover A wants to execute the repaired plan

ΠA={a′1, a′′1 , a2, a3, a4}, particularly the first action a′1,

which changes the fluent 〈loc-A, w2〉 to 〈loc-A, w1〉,
and let’s suppose the MO detects a failure because the

fluent 〈link-A-w2-w1, false〉 is present in the current

world state S; i.e. the link from w2 to w1 is no longer

available.

In this situation, A is in w2 and cannot navigate to any

other waypoint (w1 or w3). Thus, the RP is not able to

reach any target state within its repairing structure TG3
.

4Variables are loc-A: location of rover A;loc-L: location of the lander
L;link-A-wi-wj: map of the agent A to travel from wi to wj; and trans-A:
device transmission of the agent A is enabled or disabled.
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Figure 8. Flow of the multi-agent reactive execution model in a real-world application example

In this case, A requests for help to the agent C, which

has publicized the services link-A-w2-w1 and link-A-

w2-w3. A sends the first partial state of its plan window

(state G′
1) that needs to be reached in order to be able to

execute the action a′1. C receives the information and

starts the MAR task (see row MR of the agent C in

Fig. 8) using its repairing structure TG2 and the tree

T〈v′,p〉, where 〈v′, p〉 represents the fluent 〈link-A-w2-

w1,true〉.
• new requesting for help: in the case that agent C is not

able to create a map that allows A to navigate from w2
to w1, rover A gives up finding a solution for executing

the action Navigate A w2 w1, and it decides to repeat the

MAR task with its next partial state (state G′′
1 ). In this

state, having A in w2 is no longer necessary but other

fluents must be achieved to execute a′′1 . If agents cannot

either find a feasible repair that allows A to execute

a′′1 , A may opt for repeating the same process with the

following partial state or call its deliberative planner

instead. As for a MAR task, the last resort of A is to

request whether someone can directly achieve 〈comm-

rock,true〉, a fluent that is present in its last partial

state. And it happens that B finds a recovery plan that

achieves 〈comm-rock,true〉 after executing its own plan

because B has also capabilities to analyze rocks and to

communicate the results to the lander.

In summary, the information comprised in the repairing

structures allows the RP to easily find a solution plan to a

failure because the search trees encompass the contingencies

(failures) most likely to happen in the real world. The multi-

agent approach allows agents to exploit several alternatives

to repair a plan at runtime before replanning.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the extension of a single-reactive

execution model to a multi-agent context. More specifically,

we designed a recovery execution model for robust plan

execution, which implements a multi-agent repairing task

for solving plan failures among multiple agents. The model

allows dealing with the heterogeneity of the execution agents

to be executed, and is embedded into PLANINTERACTION,

a more general architecture for multi-agent planning and

execution.

An execution agent operates over bounded-size structures.

A bounded-size structure is a search tree that accommodates

a representation of the potential failed world states that

might occur during the plan execution. By using this re-

pairing structure, an execution agent can return deliberative

responses at runtime. Furthermore, agents are endowed with

capabilities to repair their own plan failures, and otherwise

request for collaboration to perform a cooperative multi-

agent repair task.

The paper shows the application of the multi-agent execu-

tion model in a planetary Mars domain. This is the scenario

that has primarily motivated this work although the model is

designed to be a domain-independent recovery mechanism.

We can conclude that the proposed repairing structures

constitute a flexible mechanism to find recovery plans in

contrast to the rigidity of the responses of most reactive

systems. All in all, the multi-agent reactive execution model

is viewed as a perfect trade-off between deliberation and

reactivity.
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